
Dear Bill, 	 9/30/93 

If I remember correctly, this is the weekend you leave that rare beauty some of 

which we've enjoyed from those beautiful cards. BaiCk Sand! Never heard of it anyw .1. 
So, Later today I'll be waking up a padkage with the cassette tio return to you in to-

morrow's mail, In which I'll include this. 

Hy Posner book will be published early next year. I've most of it in ro.  gh draft. 

But he Oiltrinhirgigiqat The Trial of Lee Harvey Oswald presentation to the ABA re-

fuse to respond. Not to me only. So, I'll have to address that from what was published. 

Their attitude surprises me but I have tb live with it. 

I do not Imo.: if you are a aber of th- ABA or get its Journal or any other legal 

publication.; that :.:ay have mention,ed The Trial or whether you know anyone who has or 

can get anything like that but I write,in the hope that you can find some of that. Nothing 

was in the papers I-en then or sines 

Best to you both, 

So, I was off by a week! Congrats on that Cooper 

letter. OK if I add it xie'note in NOIER AGAIN!? The double spacing i71beeause I took from 

the typelJriter what I think is the last im.R of Chapter XIX of HaAx! 0 Posner book that 
L.: to be published in April. Please do not talk about it so I won't/have to respond to 

poi tles questions about it. More when I can. Rushing to get all I can done **fast as 

I can. ... I can only conjecture on Il tzenbach. I suppse thc most obvious explanation 

is that the government had to cover it all up, wipe it all out, for stability and tran-

quility, but I do not regard that as an adequate explanation and it is, I think, opposed 

to all traditional American belief. Welcome back to the salt mines! 


